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ebRezPro is a cloud property management system(PMS) with specific niche
functionalities for managing your hostel. Cloud PMS are transforming the hotel

industry by making properties globally accessible via online bookings and
integrating those reservations in real-time with properties’ ground operations.

Identifying a gap in the market, WebRezPro has stepped forward to offer a PMS tailored to the specific
needs of hostel management.

By leveraging cloud advantages, WebRezPro requires no IT investment, no additional hardware to

install, no need for personal servers, and no costly traditional in-house reservation system – making
it an affordable and flexible PMS. What’s more, WebRezPro makes your booking data both secure and
accessible by you from anywhere, anytime.

WebRezPro is an all-in-one system with end-to-end automation that includes:
• complete front- and back-office management
• integrated online reservations
• integrated accounting

• comprehensive reporting

Manage your hostel all in one place – WebRezPro is where reservations and front desk, online
bookings, global distribution and back-office accounting all conveniently, seamlessly and reliably

converge. All booking transactions are immediately captured in an integrated accounting module.

In this way, WebRezPro simplifies your data and streamlines your operations by eliminating errors,
maximizing management agility and cultivating customer service. This process becomes completely
frictionless when you throw in a booking engine designed specifically for hostels.

WebRezPro for hostels offers booking capabilities for private rooms or beds within male, female

or co-ed dormitories. Book one bed at a time, or multiple beds in a single reservation. This kind of

flexibility, unique to WebRezPro, can give your hostel the advantage it needs to stay on top of your
business data – at an affordable rate suited to leaner budgets.

WEBREZPRO FOR HOSTELS

Offering all the unique benefits of a cloud PMS, WebRezPro is an affordable property management

platform with no expensive hardware to install. WebRezPro stands out from other PMS by offering
adaptable configurations exclusively for hostels.

Tailor-made for Your Hostel

From selling dorm beds to accessing the right online distribution channels, WebRezPro streamlines
all aspects of hostel management. Through flexible standard features and custom components that
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can be included on demand, WebRezPro offers niche functionality that translates into a tailor-made
hostel PMS.

• Customizable Hostel Setup for Dorm Beds and Private Rooms
As a hostel PMS, WebRezPro allows units to be set up as private rooms or individual beds

within a dorm. Furthermore, dormitory beds can be designated to male dorms, female dorms
or co-ed.

• Customized Booking Engine
Fully optimized for smart phones and tablets, WebRezPro’s powerful, online booking engine

for hostels offers a seamless and easy reservation process. Users can limit availability searches
to dorm beds in male, female or coed dorms, and to book multiple beds at once on a single
reservation.

• Online Distribution
WebRezPro interfaces with third-party booking sites like Hostelworld, Expedia, Booking.

com and Hostelling International, as well as channel managers such as SiteMinder. Hostels

selling inventory on these websites are able to enjoy centralized and automated management
of live availability, rates and reservations between WebRezPro and third-party websites,
streamlining online distribution, increasing accuracy of live inventory and preventing
overbooking.

• Product, Service and Activity Charges
Charges for products and services such as padlocks, linen and Internet access are easily set up
in WebRezPro, and can be included as booking options within the booking form or processed
as separate sales. Additionally, an ActivityEngine module can be included in the PMS to

manage reservations for activities and tours either run by the hostel or sold on behalf of tour
operators.

• Unmatched Rate Flexibility
WebRezPro allows as many rate types as desired, including high and low season rates, group
rates and long-term (weekly/monthly) rates. Rate management is efficient and flexible, with
unlimited rate changes and daily overrides permitted.

• User Friendly

WebRezPro’s simplicity and intuitiveness are appreciated by management dealing with high
staff turnover. Video tutorials are directly accessible from within the system itself.
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Manage Your Hostel in the Cloud with WebRezPro™
WebRezPro provides all the tools you need to run your hostel online, streamlining all front- and back-

office operations in one cloud PMS package. From the simplicity of implementation to the mobile-

optimized user interface, WebRezPro is a complete and reliable property management system that
can lead your hostel to success in an increasingly online world.
• Easy Setup and Operation

WebRezPro runs via the Internet, so there is no need to install or maintain computer software.
WebRezPro users always have access to the system’s latest features. Updates are free and
seamless and high-level data security is ensured.

• Mobile Access

With an Internet connection, WebRezPro is accessible from mobile devices (tablets and

smartphones) as well as desktop computers – and on all operating systems. You determine
who has access to your system and from where, allowing you to manage your hostel from
anywhere. It’s a completely mobile hostel management system.

• Integrated Online Reservations

WebRezPro’s mobile-optimized hostel booking engine can be incorporated right into your

website, offering online reservations that are then automatically integrated into your hostel’s

reservation system. There is no need to allocate separate room inventory for Web reservations
or to manually consolidate online reservations with telephone bookings and walk-ins. When

a booking occurs through your website or via the GDS, your room inventory is simultaneously
updated. What’s more, there are no fees or commissions to pay on reservations made through
WebRezPro’s online booking engine – none at all. In addition, WebRezPro has direct, two-way
interfaces to Expedia, Booking.com and many other online distribution channels. Keeping the
customer experience in mind, the online booking engine is fully optimized for smart phones
and tablets for a seamless and easy reservation process, for travelers on the go.

• Secure Data and Automatic Backup

Top-level data protection is provided through steadfast security measures. Your data is

automatically stored and backed up in a secure computer facility complete with redundant

Internet connections, 24-hour monitoring and diesel-powered electrical backup. This protects
your data from theft, physical damage and computer viruses/malware. From a business

continuity planning (BCP) perspective, having all your operations located in the cloud protects
your business information from external and internal threats, from natural disasters to

computer hardware failures. Furthermore, stored data and information sent over the network
is protected with secure encrypted protocol.
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• Affordable
While on-premise hostel management software can cost thousands of dollars to set up and
maintain, WebRezPro is a SaaS [Software as a Service] with a low monthly fee, minimal
upfront costs and zero transaction fees.

COMPLETE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Not just a reservation system, WebRezPro is a true front- and back-office PMS, featuring a

comprehensive accounting system that is fully integrated with the reservations side. Standard and

customizable booking reports provide invaluable insight into your market, while daily reconciliation
reports and various accounting reports streamline the bookkeeping process.

In being tailor-made for hostels, no functionality has been lost. WRP for hostels is a full-featured PMS
with all the attributes and benefits of a cloud system.
• Powerful booking engine

• Integrated online bookings
• Full accounting system

• Comprehensive reports
• Automatic data backup
• Mobile access

• Group bookings

• Flexible rate management/Daily overrides
• Packages and discounts
• Mobile features
• PCI compliant

• Interfaces to GDS, POS and more

PRICING

As a cloud PMS, WebRezPro provides considerable cost savings compared to a locally installed PMS.
The system demands no further hardware or IT requirements beyond a desktop computer or mobile
device (tablet or smartphone) and an Internet connection. WebRezPro’s inexpensive pricing structure

is based on a pay-as-you-go model, providing exceptional value for small properties and businesses
operating on tighter budgets.

“WebRezPro provides hostels with a simple pricing structure based on the number of dormitory beds

and private rooms, so it’s based on your size, not a one-price-fits-all model,” says Jennifer Lawrence,
Account Executive for WebRezPro. “Our clients love the simple pricing. And there are no hidden fees!”
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Transaction Fees – no charge
• No commission fees
• No transaction fees
• No booking fees

Monthly Fee – per dorm bed or private room
• Powerful booking engine
• Full accounting system

• Comprehensive reports

Setup Fee – one time only
• Initial setup

• System training

• Accounting setup

IS WEBREZPRO RIGHT FOR YOU?

With hundreds of clients worldwide, WebRezPro has been utilized by various types of properties since
2003, making it a trusted veteran in the world of online hospitality software. Created by World Web

Technologies Inc., an Internet marketing and software company servicing the hospitality industry

since 1994, WebRezPro is a pioneering PMS developed and continually improved by qualified and

skilled technicians. What’s more, WebRezPro has been built on client feedback and expertise, every
step of the way to develop a PMS that offers:

• Comprehensive functionality and flexibility
• Unparalleled customer service
• User-friendliness

• Tailor-made module for hostels

• Automatic system updates and upgrades

• Inexpensive pricing structure suited for leaner budgets
• Anywhere, anytime access
• Secure data protection

As a complete cloud property management system, WebRezPro offers a single point of control for
managing your hostel, from anywhere in the world. End-to-end automation means that the whole

process, from bookings to check-in to check-out to accounting, is all integrated in one system and at
your fingertips from any desktop computer or mobile device.
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Furthermore, WebRezPro increases your hostel’s presence in the global Internet marketplace by

offering a powerful booking engine that integrates with your website to offer streamlined online
reservations. Your hostel PMS may also be interfaced with the GDS for enhanced convenience.

While WebRezPro boasts comprehensive functionality and impressive flexibility, it also possesses a
simplicity and user-friendliness that is rare among similarly complete systems. Training is effectively

and conveniently conducted via live online training sessions and backed up by on-demand video
tutorials and a comprehensive online product manual. Furthermore, ongoing support is provided by
dedicated staff at your service by phone and email.

If you are looking for a reliable, sophisticated, user-friendly and affordable online PMS that has been
designed to meet the needs of your unique hostel, WebRezPro is the system for you.

Custom Hostel Features

Cloud Advantages

Full-Featured PMS

Customizable Hostel Setup

Easy Setup & Operation

Powerful Booking Engine

Integrated Online Reservations

Comprehensive Reports

Customized Booking Engine
Hostel-specific Online

Distribution Channels

Product, Service & Activity
Charges

Unmatched Rate Flexibility

Mobile Access

Automatic Data Backup
Affordable

Full Accounting System

Automatic Data Backup
Group Bookings

Flexible Rate Management/Daily
Overrides

Packages & Discounts
Mobile Features
PCI Compliant

Interfaces to GDS, POS and more
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